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Introduction/Abstract

The on-going gas extraction in Cypriot territorial waters since 2011, has already impacted the peace in Cyprus and geopolitical configurations in the region\(^1\). The finding of gas has been attendant to certain changes in internal and external defence policies.

It appears that the so-called ‘Cypriot crisis’ is not only linked to the deregulation of the economy, but to a wider social and political crisis. This article aims to point to certain implications which the adoption of an aggressive defence policy can have on the peace process in Cyprus. It will highlight key questions formed in the context of ‘finding gas’ in Cyprus,

‘peace process’, ‘defence policy’ and the broader ‘turmoil in the Middle East’.

Research that addresses the geopolitical importance of natural gas has discussed specific considerations for becoming a major gas supplier in a conflict zone. Examining the situation of Cyprus could provide an in-depth case-study for understanding the rising levels of security and defence policy in the Middle-East related to the extraction of gas. Discussions on security and the geopolitics of gas in the Middle East have placed little attention to Cyprus, most often focusing on the dispute between Israel and Turkey. These discussions have neglected that the Cypriot government has responded to the military threats from Turkey by undermining the current opportunity for reconciliation and has built a new type of militarism based on re-armament and coalitions with neighbouring and foreign military powers against Turkey. This article aims to introduce the significance that the changing defence policy of Cyprus will have on the geopolitics of the region and by extension to peace in Cyprus.

Earlier studies on Cyprus have given particular attention to the legal and economic perspectives of the gas extraction, with much less attention to the broader geopolitical and security consequences. Other efforts have focused on Turkey’s posturing for hydrocarbon hegemony in the eastern Mediterranean and the position of the Greek and Turkish Cypriot
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community in relation to the extraction of gas\textsuperscript{7}, however excluding the rapidly developing security dimension of the issue and its impact on the peace process. The issue of Cyprus defence policy and militarism remains to the present day understudied in the literature whilst becoming crucial in the development of peace. Understudied also remains the extent to which findings of natural resources and its relation to peace affect popular affiliation with far right ultranationalist parties. An analysis of the development of defence policy in the context of the finding of gas will reveal the formative links between defence policy and the reconciliation process.

**Extracting gas and abstracting peace**

The extraction of the gas, with the military antagonisms it has created, coalesced with the new round of negotiations (since 2013). The current rounds are considered from both Turkish and Greek-Cypriot communities to be a promising opportunity for peace and reunification of the island. In addition, the international community currently has a regional interest if peace is to come to Cyprus. With the escalating Syrian conflict at stake, increasingly attracting the involvement of foreign military powers and significantly exacerbating military forces in the area of the Middle East, the end to the Cyprus conflict could contribute towards building stability and peace in the region. In this light, in 2015, Philip Hammond, British Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs said: “The whole region has a lot to benefit from the unclogging of the Cyprus question, and I think both sides realise there is now a serious window of

\footnote{Faustmann, Hubert; Ayla Gürel; & Gregory M. Reichberg, eds. (2012) Cyprus Offshore Hydrocarbons: Regional Politics and Wealth Distribution, *PRIO Cyprus Centre Report*, 1. Nicosia: PRIO Cyprus Centre.}
Some even go far enough to say that the island has its best chance in decades to end more than 50 years of conflict between the Greek and Turkish populations. However, the discovery of gas and the spark of military threats by Turkey around the gas extraction has had significant implications for rapprochement between Greek and Turkish Cypriots. The clearest manifestation of this is the fact that the Republic of Cyprus had in 2014 aborted the peace talks. Indeed, UN General Secretary, Ban Ki Moon, on January 2015, criticised the Republic of Cyprus’ recent policies for “isolation of the Turkish Cypriot community” and urging for understanding “energy resources as belonging to the two communities”. In turn, the Special Adviser of the Secretary-General on Cyprus commented: “I am concerned, and increasingly concerned that things are not moving, and I’m afraid that, as they are not moving, they are de facto moving in the wrong direction.”

The discovery of gas in Cypriot territorial waters in a time of economic crisis has placed it as the major avenue for economic recovery. However, it has also sparked military confrontations with Turkey over the gas
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extraction with Turkish military threats over Cyprus’ natural gas ventures\textsuperscript{12}. This also prompted the reaction of the international community with the European Parliament voting (2014) for a resolution against Turkey’s actions in Cyprus Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)\textsuperscript{13}. The political and military contexts around the finding of gas in Cyprus are developing, prompting the urgent need for research into the geopolitical and security developments and their impact on peace in the Eastern Mediterranean and more specifically in Cyprus. The escalating confrontations over the gas with Turkey, which opposes any sole-Greek Cypriot sovereignty of the discovered gas, coincided with the latest round of negotiations of the reunification of Cyprus, leading to the Republic of Cyprus (RoC) walking away from negotiations for reunification in 2014\textsuperscript{14}. With the natural resources supply offering Europe an alternative source of gas supplies for the next 20 years and covering Cyprus needs for 200 years, thus potentially reducing the region’s dependence on Russian natural gas, the drilling efforts have the support of the United States, European Union, Russia and United Nations. The confrontations have been escalating further with increasing presence of the Turkish navy and repeated initial gas searchings’ in Cyprus EEZ (since 2014)\textsuperscript{15} and the announcement by Turkey’s President, \textit{Tayyip Erdogan}, that in January (2015) the drillings will start.\textsuperscript{16} In response, Cyprus has shifted


its defence policy towards a process of upgrading its geostrategic power in the Middle East. It created alliances with stronger military powers; it established a military and energy alliance, it launched naval and air military exercises with major military powers over the gas ventures in order to provide an armed deterrent force against Turkey and has again returned to an understanding of 'security' through armament rather than demilitarisation.

**Militarising the territorial waters and contesting reconciliation**

There are issues of international security and geopolitical consequences of Cyprus emerging as a gas producer in the Middle East and the particular implications for the Cyprus Problem. The on-going gas extraction has already impacted the peace in Cyprus and geopolitical configurations in the region. The finding of gas is attendant to certain changes in internal and external defence policies. The Defence Minister, Fotis Fotiou, announced the change in defence policy on Sunday 18th August 2013 saying that: “The facts, as they have lately been shaped in the field of energy, oblige Cyprus to take action towards the reform of its defence policy.” Thereafter, Cyprus created alliances with stronger military powers (currently showing a strong military presence in the Cyprus EEZ) in order to provide an armed deterrent force against Turkey and, thus, to secure sovereignty over the gas.
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In between other, it established an energy alliance with Israel and Greece against Turkey under the ‘Energy Triangle’.

Moreover, in late 2014 in reprisal for Turkey's decision to conduct its own surveys in Cyprus oil and gas drilling areas, Cyprus launched with Russia and Israel naval and air military exercises over the gas ventures and developed joint operational procedures. It also gave the first license to explore for oil and gas to Noble Energy, a US based company. Thus ensuring that the military threats over the gas ventures will not result to a military offensive from Turkey and thus a termination of the gas extraction. Furthermore, the Cypriot government has allowed military naval and air facilities to be used by the Russian military, as part of the agreement over the €2.5bn emergency loan Cyprus acquired from Russia in 2012. This alliances— with Russia, USA and Israel point to a new approach to defence policy. This shift of defence policy has created a stronger military presence in the South of the island (area controlled by the RoC), further exacerbating Turkish military presence in and around the Northern part of the island.


23 Ibid.

These new alliances are visible when cases of felt threat or ‘military exercises’ take place. The situation as shaped into an energy reserve military crisis by the presence of Turkey’s ‘research vessel’ and navy frigates, in 2014, in the EZZ of the Republic of Cyprus, provides a good example. The Turkish presence was promptly responded to by the ‘Greek Cypriot-Israel-Greece bloc’ and Russia. The response included joint naval exercise covering air defense, underwater attacks and anti-submarine operations and the participation of flagship of Russia's Mediterranean fleet, anti-submarine vessel Kulakov. In turn, NATO and Turkey were also quick to respond with "Blue Whale" exercise conducted by Turkish naval forces and a US logistics ship. Indeed, countries that stake claims over the energy reserves of the Eastern Mediterranean seem to have decided that diplomacy backed by a show of military force will be more persuasive than diplomacy alone. Regional rivalries over hydrocarbon reserves is gradually militarizing the issue strengthening the polarisation of rivers in antagonistic groups.

The policy of the RoC on the exploitation of the gas rests on a masculinist discourse of Greek Cypriot “legitimacy” over the EEZ of RoC (in opposition to power sharing with the Turkish Cypriots), and has been further supported by returning to an understanding of 'security' through armament rather than demilitarisation. This understanding of 'security' had been placing Cyprus until the early 2000 as one of the top five militarised countries in the world in the global militarisation index. Cyprus presents a particular case of militarisation with the heavy military presence on the island of six armies: the Greek Cypriot National Guard (NG), the Hellenic
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force of Cyprus (ELDYK), the Turkish Cypriot Security Force (TCSF), the Turkish Armed Forces in Northern Cyprus (KTBK), the British Forces of Cyprus (BFC) and the United Nations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP). Nicosia, the last divided capital in Europe remains divided into two zones of Greek Cypriot and Turkish armies buffered by the UN forces located in the middle. The so-called ‘free’ areas controlled by the Republic of Cyprus (South) that are represented exclusively by the Greek Cypriot community have experienced intense militarisation following the partition of the island (1974) into mono-ethnic Northerner and Southern areas. The state, as part of the effort to reproduce its legitimacy against the Turkish ‘occupation’ of Northern Cyprus, marshalled financial and human resources to create a ‘nation-in-arms’ (with long conscription service, currently the longest in the EU) that would have defended the community. The post-war political era was characterised by major defence procurements, especially in the 1990s (ibid). The most prominent and popular example being the purchase of the surface-to-air defensive S300s missiles from Russia in 1998.

How does this affect the understanding of peace with the Republic of Cyprus? Since the opening of the internal borders between North and South in 2002, the accession of Cyprus to the EU (2004) and the intensified negotiations for reunification in recent years, between the Greek and Turkish Cypriot communities, has led to a major effort to normalise Cypriot defence policy, becoming significantly Europeanised and reconciliatory. There appears to have been increased recognition that nationalistic,
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militarised politics are neither conducive to the rapprochement with Turkish Cypriots nor to the image of a European country. For example, in recent years the Ministry of Defence has prohibited portraying the ‘Turk’ as the inherent dangerous ‘enemy’ within the force. Furthermore, the dramatic decrease in the Defence budget has meant not only the non-modernisation of the force but also the end to major procurement programs. Moreover, the coordinated bilateral reconciliatory efforts with Turkey meant also the repeated cancellation of certain military parades and exercises, and thus a central part of the ‘stepping back’ from a nationalist assertion of militarist politics. However, the relationship between the finding of natural resources and peace; signals a shift away in direction from this defence policy.

The current change in defence policy is one that is moving away from the idea of a solution and returning to an understanding of ‘security’ through joint military presence with foreign armies and armament; hampering the possibility for more imaginative reconciliatory solutions. In this context, in order to aid the military confrontation with Turkey over the gas, the Cyprus Ministry of Defence has re-commenced major arms procurement programs that were ceased over ten years ago. The government took up once again a nationalist militarist rhetoric announcing that the Cypriot army (namely the
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National Guard) is beginning to acquire a central role in the politics of the conflict situation, making very clear Cyprus’ position to defend its right to the gas until the end. Recommencing major defence procurements in a high militarised divided post-conflict setting is symbolically to ‘repel peace’ and ‘take-up-arms’. Media sources comment on Cyprus having reported plans for procuring: a patrol vessel from Israel and three more vessels from EU countries. Two ship vessels (for military as well as civil uses) are to be acquired from the United States. Also, negotiations were being conducted directly with other states to purchase gunboats for the National Guard. Cyprusrchase gunboats for the Naopen-sea patrol vessels, or offshore vessels, with long-range capability and able to navigate rough seas. According to published figures, the defence ministry’s budget for 2016 includes €72m for armaments.

The RoC government, having already once undermined the current opportunity for reconciliation, aborted the peace talks in 2014 because of Turkish navy presence around the gas ventures. This new type of militarism allows space for coalitions with foreign military powers against Turkey and
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has thus returned to an understanding of security through armament. Moreover, with the defence coalitions and the new nationalist militarist rhetoric giving ground to the emergence of Greek Cypriot far right nationalist parties, the implications that such political voices will have on the peace process are also part of the gloomy picture.

The strongly emerging new independent ultra-nationalist parties in Cyprus such as the National Popular Front (ELAM) follow a political agenda against the independence of the Republic of Cyprus and favouring unification with Greece, a political position that contributed to the creation of the war of 1974. Thus also supporting ethnic cleansing of the Turkish Cypriot community from Cyprus. Given their support for Cyprus unifying with Greece, the military coalitions are considered to be at the expense of unified military ‘self’-assertion with Greece through revival of the Single Area Defence Doctrine Cyprus – Greece, a defence military coalition with Greece implemented by the government during the 1990s. This defence doctrine has become quiescent as part of the ‘Europeanisation’ of Defence policy. For them, the threats by Turkey are a provocation of war and Cyprus should not rely on foreign military powers in this situation as this is submission to ‘foreign powers’. With the defence coalitions giving ground to the emergence of these parties, the implications that such political voices will have on the negotiations for reunification are an issue to be addressed.

Extracting gas and making peace?

Given the brief overview of the context of RoC and newly emerging regional alliances there is a lot of scope for further research. The recent changes in Cyprus defence policy in the context of the gas findings raise
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questions about the relationship between the future formation of Cyprus militarism and the reconciliation process. Key questions are:

(1) What is the relationship between the new defence policy and reconciliation process?
(2) What are the implications of the new defence policy, including new defence coalition agreements, for the relationship between Turkey and Cyprus and the relationship between Greek and Turkish Cypriots?
(3) What would the impact of these changes in defence policies be on the Turkish Cypriot community?
(4) What do the developing dynamics of the new defence coalitions mean for the emerging ultra-nationalist parties, and what could this potentially mean for reconciliation in the future?
(5) What do these developments collectively mean for the future of defence policy and for militarism in Cyprus?
(6) Could an alternative defence policy over the drillings scaffold reconciliation?

There are issues of international security and geopolitical consequences of Cyprus emerging as a gas producer in the Middle East and particular implications for the Cyprus Problem. It is crucial to gain understanding of the impact that this new type of militarism and defence policy in Cyprus could have on the peace process. It is anticipated that whilst the current developments have already once led to the breakdown of peace negotiations, they could lead to undermining future potential for reconciliation, to further separation between the two main communities on the island and potentially to increase assimilation policies from Turkey in the North of Cyprus. Therefore, there is a crucial need for further research that will reveal the impact and implications of these developments in defence policy on bi-communal relations and, thus, prospects for reconciliation, prompting the need for a defence policy on gas extraction that will aid reconciliation.